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Abstract

Purpose –This paper proposes a solution for recognizing human faces undermask-wearing. The lower part of
human face is occluded and could not be used in the learning process of face recognition. So, the proposed
solution is developed to recognize human faces on any available facial components which could be varied
depending on wearing or not wearing a mask.
Design/methodology/approach – The proposed solution is developed based on the FaceNet framework,
aiming to modify the existing facial recognition model to improve the performance of both scenarios of mask-
wearing and without mask-wearing. Then, simulated masked-face images are computed on top of the original
face images, to be used in the learning process of face recognition. In addition, feature heatmaps are also drawn
out to visualize majority of parts of facial images that are significant in recognizing faces under mask-wearing.
Findings – The proposed method is validated using several scenarios of experiments. The result shows an
outstanding accuracy of 99.2% on a scenario of mask-wearing faces. The feature heatmaps also show that non-
occluded components including eyes and nose become more significant for recognizing human faces, when
compared with the lower part of human faces which could be occluded under masks.
Originality/value – The convolutional neural network based solution is tuned up for recognizing human
faces under a scenario of mask-wearing. The simulated masks on original face images are augmented for
training the face recognitionmodel. The heatmaps are then computed to prove that features generated from the
top half of face images are correctly chosen for the face recognition.
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1. Introduction
Currently, there has been an outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic [1, 2] that is the defining
global health crisis and one of the most challenges that the world has faced since previous
years. One way to slow down the spread of the disease is to wear a face mask in public areas.
However, themasked faces becomemore challenging to the existing face recognition systems
[3–5]. The adoption of face recognition in this pandemic situation could identify the main
difficulty of masked face recognition, when compared with the mask removed. Moreover,
several studies show that the effect of wearing a mask on face recognition points out a large
drop in the recognition performance [6–9]. Therefore, developing and studying masked face
recognition can beneficially enhance the potential of a facial recognition system to support
any aspects of the situation. In addition, deep learning has certainly been one of the most
successful techniques for the face recognition system [10–16].
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Before a step of recognizing human faces under mask-wearing, the faces with or without
the mask-wearing must be detected. For example, Loey et al. [17] proposed the networks that
were able to detect masks on human face images with an average precision of up to 81% on a
custom dataset combined fromMedicalMasks Dataset and FaceMask Dataset. In this model,
the ResNet-50 was used for the feature extraction, where the YOLO v2 was deployed as the
mask detector. Kumar et al. [18] proposed the mask detection system based on tiny YOLO v4.
The network was improved by adding a spatial pyramid pooling module at the end of the
feature extraction step. This was to improve the small-sized object detection. It was tested
using the self-created face masks detection dataset. It achieved an average precision of up
to 84%.

Moreover, there are several approaches introduced for the masked face recognition in
recent studies. Mandal and Okeukwu [19] fine-tuned the pre-trained ResNet-50model on their
dataset of faces without masks. Then, the model was operated on the masked faces, with
additional fine-tuning step based on the previous results of identifying individuals
without masks.

They considered many alternative approaches such as cropping the occluded part and
supervised domain adaptation to the resulting model. Li and Guo [20] proposed an attention-
based approach to focus on regions around eyes by integrating a cropping-based approach
with the Convolutional Block Attention Module. The cropping helped the model to get more
attention on extracting features of face images. Then, an attentionmechanismwas embedded
in every convolution block of ResNet-50 to refine feature maps. Boutros and Damer [21]
presented the Embedding Unmasking Model operated on top of existing face recognition
models, with the Self-Restrained Triplet loss function. Deng and Feng [22] proposed a
masked-face recognition algorithm based on the large margin cosine loss (MFCosface). The
restoration approach was applied to remove a mask from each face image. Then, such
missing information was restored to complete the face.

Recently, Li and Ge [23] proposed an end-to-end de-occlusion distillation framework to
migrate themechanism of amodal completion for the task ofmasked face recognition. Din and
Javed [24] employed aGAN-based network using two discriminators where one discriminator
helped in learning the global structure of the face and another discriminator was used to learn
the deepmissing region. Based on our literature reviews, there have beenmany contributions
to address this challenge. The restoration-based techniques were new approaches in the field
of face recognition. However, the restoration approachwas sensitive to a variety of conditions
such as light, occluded items and segmentation results of detected masks. So, it led to an
imperfect generated face image, which dropped the recognition accuracy. Then, the transfer
learning approach focused on enhancing the existing face recognition models on different
details of techniques and datasets. Themain focuswas to find the best setup of themodel that
can recognize the masked faces. Many researchers have been studying on the same challenge
of finding the best setup based on their experiments.

This paper introduces a new solution to recognize human faces under mask-wearing with
the Inception-ResNet-v1 and our simulated masked face dataset. The augmentation of
simulated masked face images is applied to original face images without masks. Several
experiments are conducted to find the best setup of themodel. Details of the proposedmethod
are explained in Section 2. The experiment and discussion are described in Sections 3 and 4,
respectively. Then, the conclusion is drawn in Section 5.

2. Proposed method
This section explains details of the proposed method, where some related supplementary
materials of additional figures and tables are located in https://github.com/mwarot1/fr-
undermaskwearing.
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2.1 Overview
This research project aims to modify the existing facial recognition model, to cover both
scenarios of mask-wearing and without mask-wearing face images. It consists of three
processes including data acquisition, data preprocessing and data modeling, as shown in
Figure 1.

2.1.1 Data acquisition. The first step is to use the public face databases for the data
modeling process. This paper uses the two well-known face datasets which are publicly
available, including the CASIA-WebFace and LFW [25, 26] datasets. The CASIA-WebFace
dataset is a collection of 10,575 unique identities of celebrities with 494,414 images. The data
was collected from the IMDb website. In addition, the LFW is a public benchmark test set for
the face verification. The dataset contains 13,233 images of 5,749 identities. The face images
were also collected from the web. Both datasets are completely independent in terms of
identities.

2.1.2 Data preprocessing. The data preprocessing step is to create a completed dataset for
data modeling and model evaluation. Two sub-processes are used in the dataset. The first
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sub-process is to create simulated masked-face images using an open-source tool, namely
MaskTheFace. Then, the Multi-task cascaded convolutional neural networks model is
applied to crop the face images [27]. MaskTheFace is a computer vision-based script to
generate a masked face from an original face image with extended feature supports. This
process is used to create different variations of the simulated mask face dataset. The flow to
create the masked face dataset is shown in Figure 2. The second sub-process is to split the
dataset into two sets, which are the training set for 80% and the validation set for 20%. The
training set contains the samples used to train the model for classifying individuals.
The validation set is then used to provide an unbiased evaluation of a fitting model while
tuning model’s hyperparameters. These two sub-processes are repeatable, so the process can
work iteratively to create various scenarios of datasets and test cases.

2.1.3 Model training. In the model training step, a convolutional neural network (CNN)
[28–31] based approach is created for the face recognition task. The Inception-ResNet-v1
[32–34], a deep CNN architecture with a combination of Inception block and residual neural
network, is deployed as our baseline network. The Inception-ResNet-v1 architecture is
represented in Figure 3. In each training epoch, each training sample is parsed forward to fit
and improve model’s weights. Next, it is back-propagated for obtaining the minimum value
of the error function in the weight space. The trained model is used for the feature extractor
to validate the results from the validation dataset. Moreover, the callback function is set to
monitor the validating loss. So, the training process will stop if validating loss starts to
increase or is still the same as the last epoch.

2.2 Dataset
2.2.1 M-CASIA. M-CASIA is our custom dataset that was created based on the CASIA-
WebFace dataset. The M-CASIA dataset consists of 689,686 images with 10,575 identities.
Each identity can be divided into two subcategories. The first subcategory contains the
normal face images from the CASIA-WebFace dataset. It contains 453,525 face images, which
is roughly about 2:3 of the M-CASIA dataset. The next step is to compute the simulated
masked-face images in the second subcategory. The masked part of the simulated face
images is generated using the open-source tool MaskTheFace on the CASIA dataset.
It consists of 236,161 simulatedmasked-face images,which is roughly about 1:3 of theM-CASIA
dataset. The number of simulated face images for each identity is 50%on average. Further, this
dataset includes only four variations of a mask, which are surgical green, surgical white, cloth
black and cloth white.

2.2.2 LFW30. LFW30 is a subset of the LFW dataset. This dataset filtered only the
identities that contain more than or equal to 30 face images. LFW30 has been used to
create our custom dataset for the model testing process, which includes SMF-LFW30 and

Figure 2.
Data preprocessing
flow. Face images used
in this figure are from
the publicly available
dataset, namely
CASIA-WebFace
dataset, at https://
paperswithcode.com/
dataset/casia-webface
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M-LFW30. First, the SMF-LFW dataset consists of 125 simulated masked-face images
with 32 identities. Second, theM-LFW30 dataset consists of 272 normal face and simulated
masked-face images with 32 identities. Both datasets contain four variations of masks,
which are surgical green, surgical white, cloth black and cloth white.

2.3 Experiment setup
The experiments are designed to create the optimal model for recognizing human faces from
both mask-wearing and without mask-wearing scenarios by improving the performances
with custom datasets and network tuning. To begin with, theM-CASIA dataset was prepared
for the model training process. The step of fine-tuning the network [35–37] requires an
appropriate dataset to shift the network’s attention correctly. So, tuning the network with
both mask-wearing and without mask-wearing face images could help the model to
understand key features for recognizing both scenarios. Our adopted base network is the
Facenet which uses the Inception-ResNet-v1 as the main architecture. Each part of Inception-
ResNet-v1 is separated by the inception blocks including Block A, Block B and Block C, as
shown in Figure 4. In between the connection of each block, there will be a reduction block
which helps in reducing the dimension before being passed to the next Inception block.
Moreover, two dense layers have been added as trainable layers on top of the original
network.

With the transfer learning [38], we can transfer the initial weights and train the model
using the M-CASIA dataset. The training process could converge faster than training the
model from scratch. The next step is to fine-tune themodel. This step is an iterative process to
find the best setting for the model training. Finally, the Adam optimizer is used with
the learning rate of 0.0001 and the categorical cross-entropy is applied as the loss function
[39, 40]. The accuracy, precision and recall are used as the measurement metrics. During the
training process, we set a callback function to save the best model based on the monitoring of
the validation loss on each epoch. In the case of face verification, the better model means the
better feature extraction it could perform on the face images. Therefore, we use a feature
heatmap to explore and prove that the trained model could perform well in the feature
extraction. The heatmap is created to represent the weights of pixels. Moreover, we examine
the relationship between input data and face database by using gallery and probe evaluation
experiments. In the real-world scenario, users must register their faces to the recognition
system first. Then, the system can start to recognize individual identities by comparing input
images with face images in the database. Therefore, the gallery and probe experiment can
identify the best setup for the face database that covers as many input variations as possible.

3. Experiment
This section describes two main scenarios of experiments, where additional figures and
tables of supplementary results are located in https://github.com/mwarot1/fr-
undermaskwearing.

3.1 Experiment #1: network tuning
In this experiment, four setups based on the Inception-ResNet-v1, which consist of different
unfreezing parts of the network, are evaluated. Each model is trained on the upper layers
starting from 1) setup1: the last two dense layers, 2) setup2: Block C, 3) setup3: Block B and 4)
setup4: Block A. All the models are trained using the same training parameters, initial
weights and training set. After the training process, we evaluate each model with different
combinations of gallery and prob. Then, the comparison graphs of the four models on the
gallery sets of LFW30 and M- LFW30 are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.
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3.2 Experiment #2: gallery and probe
Our best approach from experiment #1 is chosen as an experimental model, which is
Modified FaceNet Block A, as demonstrated in Figures 5 and 6. The model is trained with the
M-CASIA dataset, which focuses on four types of face masks. The result of experiment #1
shows that the gallery must consist of both masked and unmasked face images. For the
gallery and probe, the LFW30 dataset has been used as an initial dataset to create many
galleries and probes for the test scenario. The gallery is one of the data partitions, which act as
a collection of database or search datasets. The gallery of LFW30 contains 3,384 images with
32 identities. Instead, a probe is a collection of data that needs to be recognized from ourmodel
by comparing it with all images in a gallery using a classification algorithm. The probe of
LFW30 contains 125 images with 32 identities. With MaskTheFace, we create a simulated
masked-face dataset with multiple combinations of four mask types and colors, including
surgical green, surgical white, cloth black and cloth white. Besides, additional test problem
that would be found in a real-world scenario, which is an out-scope color mask, is evaluated.
All information about each dataset used in the gallery and probe experiment is shown in
Table 1.

In this experiment, we set up different combinations of gallery and probe sets [41, 42] for
evaluating the recognition system. The gallery set is amix of unmasked face andmasked face
images, which contains some variations of masks’ colors identified by the dataset codes
shown in Table 1. The probe set consists of masked face images, such that the variations of
masks’ colors are also based on the dataset codes shown in Table 1. For each iteration, an
image from the probe set is fed into the model for the feature extraction process. Then, it will
be compared with every feature vector extracted from all data samples in the gallery set,
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using the cosine similarity [43]. Finally, the K-nearest neighbor algorithm [44] is applied to get
the top three matches from the gallery set. These three closest scored identities will be voted
to return the final identity. The accuracy on each gallery set lies around 98% to 99% on
average for all probe sets.

4. Discussion
4.1 Result
We perform two main experiments that aim to find the best model and setup for recognizing
human faces under mask-wearing. In experiment #1, we have improved the performance of
the Inception-ResNet-v1 with augmented data of simulated masked-face images and network
tuning, in order to find the best setup for the masked-face recognition model. Moreover, we
take our best approach to be evaluated with the real-world set of data, to seek out the
limitations of our model in experiment #2.

In the first experiment, we improve the performance of FaceNet with the augmented data
of simulated masked-face images and the network tuning, to recognize both mask-wearing
and without mask-wearing faces. It is shown to improve the performance of the original
FaceNet model. Our best approach is to fine-tune the network with the M-CASIA dataset
starting from the last dense layer until the inception of Block A, which covers almost 80% of
the entire Inception-ResNet-v1 network. Modified FaceNet Block A achieves the best
accuracy among the other test cases. The accuracy increases by around 62.4% when
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evaluating with the masked-face dataset and does not decrease the performance of the
unmarked-face recognition. Overall, our best approach can improve the performance of the
original FaceNet model on the same training parameters and pre-trained weights. The model
should be fine-tuned with the balanced mask-wearing and without mask-wearing datasets.
Examples of feature heatmaps from modified FaceNet Block A are shown in Figure 7.

In the second experiment, we have created multiple combinations of simulated masked-
face datasets for gallery and probe evaluations. After the investigation, it is observed that
registering a normal face along with its simulated masked-face in the database is the best
setup for real-world usage. However, the accuracy of using the mixed database is only 0.6%
higher than using the original unmasked-face database. Therefore, both mixed database and
original unmasked-face database can be applied in a real-world application. It depends on the
situation of the system or the organization if 0.6% higher accuracy could be fairly exchanged
with a double space consumption of the computational resource. Next, the variation of the
types of masks including colors and patterns does not affect the performance of the model.
This is because the key value of the face feature is shifting to the upper part of the face, not on
themasked area. For this reason, registeredmasked-face images in the database can be in any
color or pattern.

4.2 Comparison with other approaches
Due to the variety of datasets used in the testing, results could be fluctuated based on the test
datasets used. First, Anwar and Raychowdhury [45] used a similar approach to our proposed
method. They used the existing FaceNet and retrained the network with the custom dataset
generated using the MaskTheFace. This technique achieved an accuracy of 97.25% on
simulated masked-faces of LFW dataset. They also reported that the model could achieve a
roughly 38% increase in true positive rate, when compared with the original model. In
addition, Ding et al. [46] applied the CNN and the latent part detection approach using two
branches of CNN to separately learn from the global and the partial part of human faces. The
global branch learned the full face with occlusion, while the partial branch learned the face
without the occlusion. The model achieved 95.7% on the synthesized LFW dataset.

In addition, David [47] used an ArcFace model as a baseline and modified some of the
backbones and loss functions. By using the LResNet-50 as a backbone and adding a newly

Dataset
Mask variation For gallery

Cloth black Cloth white Surgical white Surgical green No mask

LFW-4 U U U U U
LFW-31 U U U
LFW-32 U U U
LFW-33 U U U
LFW-34 U U U
LFW-21 U U
LFW-22 U U
LFW-23 U U
LFW-24 U U
LFW-25 U U
LFW-26 U U
LFW-11 U
LFW-12 U
LFW-13 U
LFW-14 U
LFW-00
LFW-unknown Consists of unknown mask color

Table 1.
Information about each
dataset used in the
gallery and probe
experiments
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created dense layer, the method obtained two logits as the output. Adding them together
created the MTArcFace loss function. Then, the total loss was created using the MTArcFace
loss and the regularization. The evaluation of the MTArcFace on the masked-faced LFW
dataset achieved up to 98.92% accuracy. The accuracy comparisons are shown in Table 2.

5. Conclusion
This research work developed the technique for recognizing human faces under both
scenarios of mask-wearing and non-mask-wearing. The proposed method was based on the
FaceNet model using the residual inception network of Inception-ResNet-v1 architecture. In
addition, the simulated masked-face images were constructed on top of the original
unmasked-face images from the publicly available face datasets. Both simulatedmasked-face
images and original unmasked-face images were applied in the transfer learning process of
the original FaceNet model. The best model based on our experiments was the fine-tuned
FaceNet with the retraining from Inception Block A on the M-CASIA dataset. In the
evaluation, this model achieved 99.2% accuracy on the masked-face test dataset. Despite the
variety of masks in a real-world situation, the model could recognize faces with any type of
mask, varying in colors and patterns. Also, from the experiments, we could conclude that
having masked-face images along with the original unmasked-face images in the gallery

Paper Our Anwar A Feifei D David M

Test dataset SMF-LFW LFW-SM Syn-LFW Masked LFW
Technique Transfer learning Augmentation LPD MT ArcFace
Accuracy (%) 99.20 97.25 95.70 98.92

Figure 7.
The sample feature

heatmaps from
Modified FaceNet

Block A. Face images
used in this figure are

from the publicly
available dataset,

namely LFW dataset,
at http://vis-www.cs.

umass.edu/lfw/
#information

Table 2.
Comparison of

accuracy with other
approaches
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database could improve the accuracy of the model by 0.6%. However, this would consume a
double space of the computation resource for storing the database. However, the proposed
method also has the limitation. Since the dataset that we used was the simulated masked-face
images, any unrealistic part in the simulated images might cause some inaccuracies in the
recognition. Therefore, in the future work, to improve the recognition performance, the
proposedmodel could be further trained with real masked-face images. Also, another attempt
could be retraining themodel with face images without a bottom part covered by a face mask.
In terms of the application-based usage, the trained model could be plugged-in to a web
application, as an example, with user-friendly interfaces.
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